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Pikes Undefeated

Flag Football lntramurals
In Full Swing; Golf Coming
BY LYNN l\ULLER

This is the best yl'ar yet for intramurals Frank Ce1•tez, assistant dire;tm' of the intramurals
pl·ogl"ll111, said Tut~sday afternoon
in a LOBO intt>rview.
FlM: footktll is now tl1e center
of attention in intr;<muralll. C'ortl.'z s;titl th:1t l'i Kn}J!H~ Alpha has
probably the h<"5t tNUll and has
nut lost n g:anw. Sirrnm Chi also
has a v;ood t<:am, lw .c;aid.
(~o01l ('ompl."Htion
' n\\'1;'DOC DOISY Hhnws his ,.1\ill at the goal as he flies throug-h the air to blo~k an attemvted shot, Doif'Y is
tlw {~'I Suect•r Leagut>. Ht' play!< goalit• fnr Europl' in tht> intrasd1nol lt'agm•.
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Most Game Fans Ignore

College Referee's Job
(Editor's Notl': Thi<-t h; the first of
two articles on the problems and

intu tlw :til' ;wd the visiting t•aptain ralls "!wads'' or "tails.'' 'l'lw
winnt>r of the h•»s gets his dwke
of kicltinp; or rt~t·eiving, or his

tk•r vhs!:rvuthm. This smne division uf rpsptmfiihility applies un

t\1'("-

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR Ol'' EDITORIAL FREEDOM

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Rally Committee Fails
To Meet as Requested,
By President Dennison

gt:ttiJ~~ ~lt:n:lf' p:ontl
H.t~d ])P\.J!'!C arc

('HlHlW(iti(Hl llF\"i

An apparent misunderstanding
last night aborted an attempt to
gather the eontro"Versial Rally
Committee together :for its second
meeting of the year.
'l'he committee which is held
responsible by the new constitution for the control of Homecom-

t'\rtUlU.g' oUt tu ...vab:h,'"" Cnrh.••-t
~aid. li'' l·~~plahu~d thnt tht~l ~ an:
tln't'l) h.·a~.tiH.!.:; nf Pip:ht tt·~H11~~ flneh
:uHi 1 h~:.i~H\.' {~f tn~ teants: l~n.'t:-f~
h•agt_\tl., -nth• I~~,:t~pendPnt 1 rnal t\":f~
tint'!ll h)a~ut)~. ll•~ ;;;aid that 'ft1 \\"a
I!uu~t:'li hea,~t.·cll;y I .. ~1.fl'Y Kcnnt!<h",

i,; tlil' lwst dorm tlJam.
Cortez said that sonw tJI'J.:(~Iniz
ntion~ bavt~ t,v.o tt~.:..un~~ IIv mdd
tilat thl' ·'A'' temu h' tiw hest.
and "ll" te:un is madf.' up of th!l:'iC
who play hC'rau"e till'Y enjoy it.
Only the s,•orl' uf tlw "A'' tt•am
~Lnmts in t•mnpetition, lw said.

foll;~weii

When You Must Keep Alert
there • •• here's how to stay~~~ top.
VEAV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsu Ies "... e I'tver t he awa keness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-haoiHorming.
' ,g~ :J

)
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DR. ROBERT McAFEE BROWN of Stanfora University ad·
dressed a UNM audi.ence last night on the phenomenon of
Eeumenism as the first Newman speaker of this semester's
lecture series. lJe called for more secular cooperation between
·
Christians.

f : }

AUDITIONS

l

U. S. AIR FORCE JOBS

CLASSIFIED ADVER'l'tSING llATES:

' line ad., G5o-• times, $2.00, lnaertion•

m118t be aubmltted bY noon on daY betote

t>Ublieatlon to Room 159, Studont Publica·
tiono Dulldin~r. Phone 277·4002 or 277·4.102.

FORllENT
UACllELOlt'S suite for Y~nt near Unl·

verslty. Call 255-4884, Evening~ onl)l. 9/Z9,
30, 10/3, 6.
ltOOM !ot student, 2'h blocks !rom University. Kitchen privilt!lles. Call 255•4384.
9/29, 30, 10/3, 5.

SEllVICES
'rYPEWltlTEll eales & repair. Sp<!eW
rate~~ to UNM student!! on all :rtt~ehlnes.

Free plekup & deliVer)'. _E & E Ty!lewrl«<r Service, 2217 Coal SJ!:, 11hone 2•3·

0588.
USED 'tV's at low prices; abo ten tats.
Aladdin TV', 1611 Cllrlisle s. _E. (corner
Carlisle & GibSOn SE), 265·0!16tl. 10/G, 6,
7, 10.

LOS'l'&:FOUND
FOUND, ValleY lligh elM'! ring ot 1965,
. lnltialt: L.O.--cldl 277·2645,
F()ItSALE
lJS];)D 'rV, just repaired. $35. Sunbeam

:Mixmaster, like new, $25. Deep {r'}er/
eook<Y, ,.ed twice, $8, See at 116 Meso.

SE. 10/5, 6.

..
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YAMAHA ~~=~:~~~~~~~~ld.

Go on

a Yamaha Catalirta 250.

Forget the usual holiday hassle on a Catalina 250.
Twin cylinders, 5·speed gearbox, safety engineered
brakes. Comfortably cruise at any speed limit.
See our selection of new and used 250's. A low down
payment will set you on your way this holiday.

Discover the

$b15
••••• ,.. ,

~-.1\KGIIIG WORll) ofYAMAHA.

SEE All TilE SWli'IGINil VAMAIIAS IN Ui'IIVEIISAI.'S TECIIHICOlOll& SPY SPOOF "OUf Of' $1GHf,"

BOBBY J'S

MOTORCYCLE SALES

6316 Domingo Rd. N.E.

Ph. 255-0237

ByBILLHUME
The l'Un-off election for the contested ,one-year term of office in
Student Senate is currently in
progress. Senators Jeuy Reed and
Steven van Dresser are the candidates.

The ;pulls in

t1,J:~·-,Ur.io:r.

have

Ecumenism Is Discussed
At Newmam Club Lecture

ATTENTION
FOLK ARTISTS!

WANT ADS.

tee which is subordinate to it, the
Rally Committee has met only
once this year and hasn't drawn
up a charter yet.
Have a Misunderstanding
The misunderstanding over the
meeting developed between Student Senator Karen Abrahams
who is the Senate liason to the
committee and Committee Chairman Jerry Roehl.
The demand for a meeting
reached a head ~ednesday night
when Dennison veteoed the additional $4,000 allocation for Homecoming which resulted in queries
from the Senate floor about the
RallY Committee meetings.
Miss Abtahams promised Student Senate that she would call
been open since 8 this morning, for a meeting last night and, acand will close at 5 p.m. All stu- cording to Miss Abrahams, she in~
dents holding Associated Students structed Roehl to oontaet the
ID cards .and athletic identitlca- committee members.
tion cards are eligible to vote.
One Member Showed
:Miss Abrahams was the only
Van Dresser
member of the committee who
Ste"Ven van Dresser, in his cam· showed up .at the meeting. When
paign, statement, stressed his ac- she contacted Boehl IJU<t Jligbt,
tivitics since his election to Sen- she said that ;Roehl told her that
ate last spring. He also stressed he thought she was suppoi!Cd to•.,.
his hope to be "allowed to con- call the other members.
tinue to work for you {the AsRoehl told the LOBO .last night
sociated Students) for the :full- that he was sOrrY about the
year term."
mixUp and said that there would
Van Dresser rapped the repre- be a meeting this afternoon at
sentation of students under the 2:30.
The purpose of the meeting, acold constitution, and said that,
since the new constitution was cording to Miss Abrahams, was to
passed and he was elected, he bas define the powers of the Rally
tried to do his part "in trying Committee by drawing up a pro•
to represent the views of those posed charter. Miss Abrahams
students."
told the LOBO last night that she
J ercy Reed stressed his ex- has wdtten a charter that she
perience in student government in intends to present to the commithis campaign statement. He re- tee.
fened to the many positions he
The committee, according to
has held in tbe past two yeats. Miss Abrahams, will probably
"I feel that, if elected to the consider rule changes made by
full year term, I ean add my voice Homecoming Committee.
to sound, responsible student govIn the past, Homecoming and
~e;i;;rn~m;en;;t~,';;';;;h;;e_;sa~i;;;;d;;.=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;:._._;;;;;;i(;;C;;o;;;n;;;tn;;;u;;e;;;d;;.o;n;;;pi;a;;;g;.e;;;;:;;3};;.-,;;;;;;~· ,,

ing activities was earlier this
week ordered to meet in a memo
to Committee Chairman Jer.r:v
Roehl by Associated Students
President Dan Dennison.
The center of controversy in·
volving an additional $4,000 allocation to Homecoming Commit-

Hopefuls
Waif For Results

Senate

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all

J'f!J.!!lJ

l'eferee~
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, Sixty-four teams are !inrd up for
golf. Bowling will be under Union
di1·ection, he said.

' (,'amns
. • a l)av'
'fnn
ul h>tlwr play siluatiom; throughThe flag ftJothall season, whh'l1
uut tlw entire l{amt>.
duties of hl' coll"ge football ref·
lwgan last \Vedtwsday, h1st~ for
Tlwre's a story behind the~e fifteen days,
eret•H The artid11s art' written by ehoke of goal. The loser g'(!ts tlw
l>Y the playmen in tlw Htriped shh•ts-who
tlw Uiredor for the 'Vcstern Ath·
other option. After getting the they arl.', whH'C they came from, off;;. Corlt'z said that there arc ten
letic Conferenct.>, H. H. liniseley.) captains' dedshmll, the refe1'ee
how tht•y t]Ualificd llfi oflll'inls, and game,; a day, with t,bree
Sprcinl to the LOBO
rhoices.
why thl'y wt>t·t• assi~ned to tl1is and om• lwad official on eacl1 ti(•ld.
It's liftce11 minutes before the signals the 90
J
,I
Seconds
particul~t· game.
kh•kuff.
Cortl.'z said that the intramural$
f
Ninety sel!nnds! The captains
Foothn11s fill the air as coache~ shak(' hands in acknowledgment
1
lt's Complicated
directors
uro
presently
workin!r
Continuous
Action
put both teams throu!!;h ptmting, of friendly rivalry and goo<l
Sinee fans arc interested in the. on golf doubles nnd bowling.
Alertness c~~_l!-ule~/::_,:"'0 ')L_
pas;:;ing, receivhJg, and charging sportsmanship, then dash to the !"nme th£>y lJ>lY little attention to ---=-·"0'.........,_.......-==-4·~-~~=<"--'--=-----·"""'"'""'"'"~·-"='·'-" ---=-·-;
drilis in warm-up activities,
sidelines for a lust minute bud· the officiating. Yct eacl1 official,
The solicitous shouts of pen· die with teammates and coaches. like each player, has a specific
nut peddlers and beverage vendors The officials scamper to their re- assignment on each play, and he
rise above the reverberating congoes about his wotk as im·onfield positions.
versational jumble in the stands. spective
One minute! Players break spicuously as possible. It is when
Five men, weadng white from their huddles and run to a ted flag is thrown, a penalty is
knickers and black and white their positions on the field. The enforced, and the referee signals
striped shirts, enwr the scene. umpire hands the ball to the kick- the foul that the fans' attention
They walk down the nearest side- er, who places it on the kicking is d~awn to the officials.
line
tee and $teps back severa1 paces.
Who are these men with the
As they reach the 50-:vard line Officials check the number of whistles, an)"."Vay'? An examinathey part company, moving in players und the legality of posi- tion of their qualification rc<'ords
different directions to comJJlete tions. They clear the sidelines.
would reveal that they are busifinal pre-game planning and orFi"Vc seconds! The referee gets ness executives and professional
j!;anization.
the ready signa1 from the cap- men-lawye1·s, doctors, athletic
for HOOTENANNY scheduled on December 4 will be held on
tains and the other officials.
Final Checks
directors, bankers, school admirlistrators, sales managers, salesThe referee inspects the field
OCTOBER 24 and OCTOBER 25 from 7:00 P.M. 10 9:00 P.M.
Kickoff
men, etc. Al !of them arc form(•r
markings and the ~-roal pDl!tS. The
Zero! At the scheduled time the football players and most of them
umpire inspects taping, bandages, referee blows his whistle, the ball
in the New Mexico Union Theatre.
and braces of players. The head is ki('ked to the receiving team, are former coaches. Many of
linesman inspects the yardage and excited fans rise from their them have graduate antl profeschains, then instructs the "chain- seats to see another college foot- !lional degrees,
:Most of tlwm an• artive in
men" and the "hox man." The
t·hurch and dvie aft'air.. in th', .·
f.ield judge confers with the ~lock ball v:ame get underway.
After the hall is kicked, each l'espeetlvt- honH.. t~r.wn.-. 'fhtJf f~. ~~
operator to malte sure that the
official
assU!lli'S a different re·
timing equipment is in good consponsibility. The one nem:est thl' that partt~·jr~~2t~-~t"tl ~~~ ,?:"·nrh~ b~.
dition.
tnad~ a valua"bl~~ (:untrh,ttU··~:~ · , ~
After ti1ese officials have JlCl'- rN•dV('l' rule,; on possession and
formed their respt'l'tive prl'·W.itlK< cover:; the runl.Jack. Tlw otlwr their sU<'l'l'~;.;, and t!n·rJur~h oilit'"
functions, they rf'ltsllemhie at tlu: fout· cover the legality of eont:tet in!! tlwy iwJk' tu l'l•!>UJr, in (>;<l!Ei.
siddine anrl 1•xchan%1~ informasmall measure, u tleht. 'f!wy 1<W•
tion. ( :oae:hes ~~tL~ playt~r.:; ha.Vt~ play in their respcctiv<' pt·oximreturnt>rl tH th<' ilr<•ssinr.; room>~ ities, ,;o that all players arc un- the v;unw.
for final prc-ganE: instru!'tions
und pep talk:.
COLLEGE SENIORS CAN PICK
Three minutes! A coin is tossed

TECHNICAL SERGEANT J. W. HARRISON, LOCAL AIR
FORCE RECRUITER, ANNOUNCED TODAY THAT HE WILL
BE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, IN THE PLACEMENT BUREAU OFFICE ON THE 10th AND 11th of OCTOBER, FROM 9 A.M. TO 4 P.M. TO DISCUSS THE AIR
FORCE OfFICERS TRAINING SCHOOL AND OTHER COM·
MISSIONING PROGRAMS.
SERGEANT HARRISON NOTED THAI EACH APPLICANT
FOR THE OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL CAN SELECT,
WITHOUT OBLIGAIION, HIS OR HER OWN SPECIALTY IN THE AIR FORCE AliGNED WITH THEIR COLLEGE
DEGREE. THIS ENABLES THE COLLEGE GRADUATE TO
CONTINUE IN A FIELD FOR WHICH THEY ARE BOTH PREPARED AND INTERESTED, WHILE SERVING WIIH THE AIR
FORCE.
MEN AND WOMEN COLLEGE GRADUAIES AND SENIORS ARE URGED TO CONTACT SERGEANT HARRISON
ABOUT THE OFFICERS TRAINING SCHOOL NURSES,
PHYSICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS AND DIETl·
ClANS CAN RECEIVE INFORMATION ON THE AIR fORCE
DIRECT COMMISSIONING PROGRAMS. PERSONAL INTER·
VIEWS CAN BE ARRANGED BY CONTACTING THE UNM
PLACEMENT BUREAU AT 277-2531.

EXICOLOB

'fbpmas Ormsby has just been ap·
pointed earbook editor for this
year.

modern world has to do with the
counter is now beginning to as- civil rigbts operations in Selma,
By BRIAN L'EO
sume the predominance of reA well-planned and thorough svect, in tbe views of many au- Alabama.
"The situation at Selma was a
examination of the varying na~ thorities in Christianity.
symbol
of a new kind of shared
Ingrowing Possible
turcs of a well-publicized phenoexperillnce,"
he said. "It showed
He felt that the area of diamenon -Ecumenism- were dis~
the
concern
of the clergy of a
eussed last night by Dr. :Robert logue, when it is directed toward
great
many
religions
for the dis·
a
diseursive
encounter,
has
a
:McAfee Brown of Stanford Uni·
possessed,
probably
the first
dange1' of becoming "too inversity.
time
in
our
country
where
this
In the rather wide realm of' grown," and can begin to appear completely common front of cleri·
tl1is new Christian reality, Dr. as "sterile self-scrutiny." The cal support was expressed in a
Brown chose to speak partieu· new em}Jhasis, Dr. B1·own stated, secular situation.''
lady of u. higl1ly impottant, and lu:ts to do with the common efObserved Vatican
in his opinion ~mergent, uspect: fort of Ch1·istians in the present
As an official observer at the
that of the confrontation o±' world.
"E<'umenism N1nnot be only Vatican Council, Dr. Brown
Catholie and Protestant. through
from
the pulpit, but must induce made e;,;.tended comments on the
their !'ll!llll10t1 involvement on the
one
to
incarnate love, in the Council's Schema 13, The Church
secular level. He fl.'lt that within
stl'eets,
he
said.
the sl'r,ular realm of cooperation,
in the Modern World. He noted
Shared
Experience
the great commonnNlS which
that this document explicitly inDr. Brown mentioned three in- sists that one cannot separate the
Christians have conld anive at
stanees in which he felt that this concern for an individual in his
its mo~t ('On$!'Uillg reality.
emergent fo1·m of inter-Chris- isolated life, and the individual
gtudied at Amhrrst
tian li:le was evident and ex- in his social life and context.
Brown studied at Amherst tl'emcly relevant. The first ocLast summer, as a delegate to
College, then later tlt the Union casion h(! set forth us a typ& fol'
the
~orld Council of Churebes
Theological Seminal'Y• At that the 1•ole of the Christian in the meeting
in Geneva, Swit~erland,
institution lle was a student of
Dr.
Brown
·participated in an•
Ucinhold Niebuhr, whom he rei)ther
large
and very important
gards ns the most profound in·
meeting ground for all that is
fluence on his thinking.
current in the world's :religious
He then lntet served on the
A
school-wide
"Support
the
eonsiiloration.
faculty of the same school, along
Lobos"
TGIF
has
been
sehed•
with Paul Tillieh, Cyril Rich·
St<elng the Secular
uled this afternoon :from 3 to
al'dson, William Pauch, and John
In
conclusion,
Dr. Btown stat4 p.m. at the Sigma Alpha
C. Bennett. More recently he was
ed
the
prominent
fact of both
Epsilon fratet·nity hOUSe, 1811
involved in an award-v.';inning
the
Vatican
Counctlis
Schema on
Mesa Vista NE. The cheer•
radio seties1 "An American Diatile
Church
in
the
'Modern
World,
leaders and the chaparrals will
logue."
and the reports of the W.C.C.
be present, and evecyone is inmeetings in Genetta.
Three Divisions
vited.
11 'rhe primary message is that
Musie
will
be
provided
by
lrt his remarks upon th~ Ecuthe
Chessmen.
The
motive
is
to
it
is now surely evident that the
menical Revolution (as he tertns
cheer
the
Lobos
on
to
victory
place
ol the Church is on the
it), he separates the movement
tomorrow night, Evecyone _is
cutting edge of the major sl!cu~
into thtee seetions: Common dia·
urged to come and give the
lar movements of the present
Iogue, .common action, and the
Lobo1s a boost· on the eve of
of thl! laity, as well as the au~
possibility of eommo:n wotship.
their fitst conference game.
he said that "This is a concern
Dt. Brown then centered his atThe
TGIF
ia
sponsotl!d
by
world.'' In response to a question
tention on tM level of common
SAE
fraternity.
thorities."
act.ion, sttesslng that this approach to the ecumenical en~

Rally Scheduled

Last Chance
LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
New Mexico
Wyoming

BYU

ART THEATER
Arizona

Utah
Utah St.

Washington St.-U. of Pacific
N.M. State
Total points New Me:x:ico vs. Arizona --~~-

Arizona St.

Contest rules

1. Contest is o>pen to UNM "tudenta only.
2. Onl)l ONJ.\1 e11try will be accepted from each ei>ntestant and Every game
must be picked.
s Contestants tnuat pick total points dn tJNM galn<> and in ease o~ a ti~
· the conlostnnt camill11 dos""t will be declared tbt> wirttler.
4, Entrio<~ .mWit be received at the Lobo office by G p.m. Frld,.Y.
5. lla member ot St.udent Publications i• eligible for priz.,..
6. Winner will reeelve four tickets :tot the football seaoon to Don Pancho'•
Theater.
1, Entries "WIIIbe judged. by the Lobo st>orts 11tnff.
s. In ease of ties the prl:teo~ will be divided among th~ wlnnen.

NAME
ADDRESS
PltONE

••'
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·Who's tn Charge Here, Anyway.
Them Worr

War?

About

By CAROLE OLGUIN
Why do students have to fight for parking places "'h·"~
faculty lots are more than half empty?
Why is the Union, which is a virtual monoply, orjg-arliZ«~d
to make profit?
Why are librarians unconcerned when a book
found?
Who's in cha1·ge here?
These are some of the questions that prompted
Glasheim a UNM graduate student, to write a letter of
approval to the editor of the LOBO.
In a subsequent LOBO interview, Glasheim said that
:realized that the main purpose of the University is to
vide an education for those enrolled in its colleges, but
students are unable to take full advantage of this n .."";'"
when they are frustrated by administrative
The practical problems of over-priced text books, lack
parking places, and discontinued free coffee refills can
do interfere with the student's academic life, said GJ:J~Sh4~im
Glasheim was also concerned about the academic .,..., .... _
lems- the over-crowded classrooms, mixed-up
and the unavailability of required courses.
"Why are these· problems being neglected?
charge here?" he asked.
"But the administrators don't seem to be co11ce~rn,ed,
Glasheim. "Yes, they have their problems, too-but
solving those, at the student's inconvenience...
1
' ! don't like being negative, and I would be less irate if
had plausible explanations for the Master Planner's
parent mismanagement," he said.
"No one 'gripe' is important enough to make a fuss over, ·
said Glasheim, "but every day we're frustrated by the gen-+
eral atmosphere of indifference and short-sightedness that
covers this campus like dust."
·
Glasheim said that his letter singled out only a few tangi~
ble results of such indifferences and short-sightedness by
whoever's in charge.
"There are other, perhaps more important, areas where
imagination and vision are missing," he said. ''I'm thinking
of the curriculum which never seems to include subjects
until they've been made history."
.
\·
Glasheim feels that adequate. attention isn't given to cur- ~~
rent world affairs and social patterns in many courses that
could incorporate such subjects.
;
But what happens today will provide great discussion
topics thirty years from now, he said.
"If whoever's in charge were able to offer sensible, rationnlleadership, there would never have been any need for ,
the Free University, which was initiated by students to r
supplement the curriculum/' he said.
t
Then too, Glasheim said, there is a dull indfference '
towards anything that smacks of social concern.
"Let someone suggest that there's a war going on or that
there are many poor people in the city of Albuquerque or
that fraternities sanctioned by the University ought not
to be segregated and the campus, collectively, closes its
eyes and raises its fists/' said Glasheim.
"I don't mean to toss around blame from my heavenly
throne," he said. "Indifference to our own immediate and
long-range problems, indifference to the world beyond the
campus, is a very catching disease, and it spreads from
administration to students and back again very quickly,"
he continued.
"All I have to say is that we have problems which are
real and no one seems to be looking at them/' he said.
He feels that the point is not to complain about problems
but to attempt to solve them.
After pictorially illustrating some of his major 'gripes',
Glasheim said, "The thing I hate most is ignorance, but I
don't know how you can take a picture of that.' 1

l

Why I-I ave To Walk II Blocks?

Could Take Forever

By THOMAS ORMSBY

Chamber Orchestra Democrats Conduct
Will Play Symphony Voter Registration
The New Mexico Chamber Orchestra will present its second
consert of the sea-son at 8:15
p.m. Thursday, Oct. 13, in the
Union Ballroom,
.
Kurt Frederick, UNM mus1c
professor will conduct the orches·
tra with a music department colleague, Morton Schoenfeld, as
piano soloist.
Prof Schoenfeld wil lplay Mozart's ,;Piam~ Concerto in B-flat
Major.''
,
.
Other program selectlons will
be a suite by Corelli, Schube.rt'~
"Symphony No. 5 in B-tlat MaJor
and Korngold's "Incidental Music
to HlV[uch Ado About Nothing."
Open to the public without
charge the program is sponsored
by the' Union Program Directorate asisted by the Music Petfo_rm·
ance Trust Fund of the Amencan
Federation of Musicians through
Albuquerque Local 618.

ac-ross the -river on the alum's
The Trip To El Paso
breath,
Part II
The University had ambulances
Well, after the ill-fated game, and stretchers waiting in the U.S.
everyone was in Juarez engaged to take us back to the train. The
-in serious shopping. One cus- team made it back on their own
toms official remarked that he power, however, as they were
hadn't seen -so many bottles cross just beginning to sober up :from
the border since Pancho Villa the trip down to El Pas?·
raided Santa Ana dorm and fled,
The inside of the tram was
to Chihuahua.
reminisce)'lt of a similar scene
The only illegal s1nuggling was from "Doctor Zhivago". Souveisolated cases of fresmen who nirs were the biggest space-takers
were caught with LSD. They ex- of all; there were bottl()s, hats,
plained to Feds that t~ey in~ended bottles, serapes, castanets, bottles,
to slip it into the1r soc1ology :rugs and bottle·s.
teacher's coffee in the hopes that
You could tell that everyone
it would give him insight into ~is was gassed. One guy remarked
own course. One of the narcotics that even the girls from Alpha
agents was a graduate of UNM, Delta Pi looked good.
,;;
(,1
and he thought that that wa~ a
reasonable request for possessmg
As the train pulled out of El
Paso we learned that the only
the stuff.
Union Snack Bar Manager Ruth g1·ou~ that was left behind w~r.e
Less beaded fo~· the bull ring as the participants of the SDS VIgil
all of her life, she's wanted to at the border bridge who wet:e
protesting the amount of Amerisee real beef.
The booksto1•e concession was cans returning to America.
handing out free maps of Juarez,
~· "' '~
but they didn't have mucb re~
Milkmen and other ea~'ly risers
.sponsc. The manager weighed in southern New Me"h:o were baffree maps against his usual 400 fled by the sight of a trai~l bar~
per cont mark up, and thus de· reling along the eount-rys1de at
cided to stick to his "on-campus" 90 m.p.h. without an engine~r.
policy; no one could afford them. The tracks were litte1·ed w1th
The Ciudad Juarez Heavy countless cans, empty bottles, a
Equipment Department mustered few remnants of underwear, pot
24 bulldozers to help get the fac·
butts, and two or three professulty out of the bars and baek to ors who stepped out for a breath
of fresh air.
the border in time.
.
The Santa Fe provided an auxThe only delay of the evenmg
was the time consumed by the iliary train which followed ours
girls from Hokonu. who were re· about an hour behind to pick them
filling their Thermoses. T~ree up.
h
liquor stores closed for the mght
At the 1irst stop in Socorro, t e
students all chipped in and wire~
after they were all fiilled.
several thousand dollm·s to bml
*
*
*
At about 2:30 a.m., the bridge the Regents out of the Juarez
was jammed-packed so tight jail.
* * *
that border authorities took ac•
The band played on through the
tion. About 200 students walked
:~:

Young Democrats for U.NM ~ill
be conducting voter reg1strahon
in the lobby of the Union from
9:30a.m. to 5 p.m. today.
A special meeting has also been
called for Tuesday, Oct. 11 a.t 7
p.m. in Room ~31·B of the Umon,
Members will consider a memorandum to be sent to President
Johnson stressing the fact that
UNM's Young Democrats have
not aligned themselves with various Southern YD's in oppo1>ition
to the .administration's policy in

Viet Nam, but -rather they continue to support the Johnson
stand.
.
All interseted persons are mvited to attend.

Rally Committee
(Continued from page 1}
Fie:;;ta were both run by independent student committees appointed by the Associated Students president with the on curence of the former student C()Uncil and the Student Senate.
Under the new constitution, the
two committees were brought under the joint student, faculty, and
administrative committee dubbed
Rally Committee,

if she doesn't give it to you •.•
-get it yourself!

··-·

J~

.·:....--=;;;.--:-£?

* *

The next and last stop was at
lsleta, where everyone had to get
off for a health check. After
everyone was sprayed, the :final
tally reveal()d that only one dean
and a few girls from Hokona bad
to remain behind for a series of
shots. When the train reach~d
Albuquerque, the news med1a
we1·e out i11 full force to greet
us. The films takert will be edited
and compiled into a documen·
tary about the appalling situa•
tions of alcholic administrators on
American campuses.

... * "'

Despite the shame ~rought
upon the school by the wdd fa;·
ulty, the trip was well worth tt.
We ean all look forward to char·
tering an ocean liner when the
team goes to Hawaii.

.
).

'

.

JADE EAST
A MANS COLOGNE

Cologne, 6 ot., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
~ .- ~Deodorant Stick, $1.75
_.c'f'c\ · ~~
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $8.~0 c"'cc,:;_:-""· · ".~..
Spray Cologne, $3.50
·· c
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
SWANK, N£W YOAKAfter Shave, 4 oz., $2.50

........... -JI.

Phone 265~693 I
San Mateo and Lomas

~

w11e hours. Evel.'yone was having
a blast at all the latest dances. A
~mall group of seniors tried to
get the deans to dance at ~he e_nd
of a 1·opc, but the :Umvel'SltY
Police interrupted their roulette
game in time to stop it.
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WHAT ABOUT HOMECOMING?
FEW ANNUAL student undertakings can drum up criticism more quickly than the MIRAGE except for Homecoming Committee.
With this in mind, it is hard to believe how the Homecoming plans have so far been handled.
Under the new constitution, both Homecoming Committee
and Fiesta Committee are made responsible to a new Rally
Committee~ This has been done apparently to insure a
greater amount of responsibility and facilitate planning and
lias on- for the two annual events between student government, the administration, and the Committee.
Rally Committee consists of student members as well as
a student senator, hyo faculty members, and an administrative representative. With this broad base to work from, the
Rally Committee, although presently without a charter
defining the details of its responsibilities, has been given
the power by the constitution to "control all acti~ities concerned with Homecoming and Fiesta."
Rally Committee has met only once this year and has resolved nothing. It hasn't even drawn up its charter yet.
Meanwhile, its subordinate committee, the Homecoming
Committee has been running wild. It made changes in Homecoming such as the opening up of the Homecoming Queen
""·contest and it made other decisions which may rightfu1ly
belong to the Rally Committee.
THE ENTERTAINMENT for Homecoming is still a question mark. Many students are beginning to express the
opinion that "someone goofed." Some of the more panicky
campus elements even say it might be too late to get anybody.
We understand on good authority that the Homecoming
Committee usually arranges for entertainment over the
summer. If this is true, then it seems that this year's committee hasn't made such arrangements or they would have
announced it.
There are two points to be observed here. First Homecoming Committee should spike some of the wilder rumors
by revealing some substantial planning (including whom
''they have signed to entertain.)
Secondly, the committee which is supposed to bear the
ultimate responsibility for the entire project should at least
meet several times before the project is consumated. They
should draw up their charter and review the actions that
have been taken without their authority.
THERE IS NO EXCUSE for the present confusion that
reigns about Homecoming. If it turns out to be a bomb, the
LOBO intends to place the blame in the right laps in unmistakable fashion.
-Jim Jansson
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A CRITICAL APPROACH
Dear Mr. Jansson:
The proposals of Professors
Schmidt and Selinger on the draft,
your editorial on them, all published in the LOBO September
30, and Senator Edward Kennedy's address as reported October 5, all suffer from an internal
contradiction which weakens their
arguments to the point of nonentity and renders them invalid.
They all implicitly assume that
the selevtice service system has
a right to exist in the first place;
once it bas been granted this
right, there are no grounds for
withholding it. The right to use
it whatsoever means those who
administer it see fit to carry out
its function.
This is because in assuming it
has the right to exist and to
select, by whatever means, either
studiedly through criteria such
as grades or stupidly through
lottery, some, any, or all people
to risk life, limb, or even time
of day for the sake of other people, one is assuming that an individual exists not for his own
sake but for the sake of society,
meaning for the sake of other
people.
But if an individual exists for
the sake of othe'r people, then
those others may do with that
individual as they see fit, and may
use whatsoever c~teria they desire in deciding what they will do
with that individuaJ. But then
there is no unprincipled argument possible against the use of
grades as a criterion. Therein lies
the contradiction.
Professor Schmidt says, " • . •
a clear separation of the draft
from educational processes is
necessary for the best functioning of each." This indicates implicitly that the draft has a right
to exist in the first place.
_
I deny that it has this r,ight.
Perhaps Professor Schmidt had
this in mind when he said such
separation is necessary, implying,
not necessarily sufficient, for "best
functioning" of the draft. Best
functioning for it would be nonexistence.
D'emocracy and equality are not
enough. You say, each citizen
must bear his responsibility in the
defense of the nation. I deny that
any citizen has any such responsibility. You say in no place in the
Constitution . • • does it say the
poor, the unintelligent, or the
culturally disadvantaged should
risk their lives for the more for·
tunate.
Neither, on the other hand, does
it say that the more fortunate
should risk their lives for the less
fortunate or that anyone should
be forced to risk his life for anyone else. But this means that an
individual exists for his own sake
and not for the sake of someone
else. Or do you deny that?
You say college students, doctors, politicians, and farmers all
owe a turn in the military. I
deny that anyone owes such a
turn. You say no group of people
should be allowed to determine
who will best help the country by
remaining behind while others
face possible death. I say no
group of people should be allowed to determine who will face
possible death at all.
But if an individual exists for
the sake of society, then whoever
represents society may indeed decide, however whimsically, who

will stay behind and who will face the sake of a mob, however much
its dictates be legalized are conpossible death.
The United States was founded cerned, then it's not their injuson the proposition that all men stice, and full awareness of that
are created equal, that they have will end it.
Jerome B. White
certain inalienable rights, among
President, UNM
them are life, liberty, and the purPhilosophy Club
suit of happiness, that theese
rights are theirs by nature, that a
legitimate government derives its Dear Mr. Jansson,
Yellow journalism has finally
powers from the consent of the
people, that no group can legiti- gone too far an dthe LOBO will
mately remove the rights of a find itself extremely hard pressed
person, and that no group cap. to 'SUbstantiate its exagerated
legitimately remove the rights of statements.
To be perfectly honest with you,
a person, and that no legitimate
government may infringe upon your editorial in Thursday's paper
those rights except as punish- caught student government by
ment for infringing on the rights surprise. It was a very pleasant
surprise however, as we bad not
of another person.
The people of the United States expected this year's LOBO staff
owe nothing to the nation for the (who are well known for their
rights they possess because the lack of intestinal fortitude) to
nation did not give them those issue the traditional challenge,
rights. They were theirs already. We accept the challenge and will
The most that can be said is definitely play the "LOBO Sewing
thnt some people have resisted the Society" and, in fact, promise to
attempts of soine other groups to give them the biggest drubbing
destroy or ip.fringe on those they've ever had. :": · , .
Our representat!V.~fll. will make
rights. If the people resisted willingly, which was their preroga- qrrangements. for~e- time and
tive, and no obligation falls on . place in the iiear~ture. We will
those who come after to do the releqse our starling teams. at a
same for them, fi)r themselves or later date. If we released · them
now your·· insurance companies
for the non-existent unborn.
probably would not allow you to
If the people were forced to
resist, which is unjust, rio obli- play the game.
Members of Student
gation is placed on others to reGovernment
sist. Rather, guilt is placed
squarely on those who so forced
them.
A volunteer qrmy and navy
and air force is always the best
and most efficient. Next in quality comes a mercenary, and finally
worst of all, an army pf slaves.
No people to whom it is made
A first time project on the
abundantly clear by palfact that UNM campus, a babysitting servthey are being attacked and are in ice, is being established by Apowa,
danger of being destroyed, will the women's service sorority.
fail to respond to the fullest.
Members will tend children on
Or is each of us a slave to all special occasions enabling married
the others, to our elected repre- students to attend events of major
sentatives, to some officials ap- significance, co-chairmen Gail
pointed to various functions by Hurley and Pat Tierney, said.
The service will open at 7:30
a government which no longer
derives its powers from the con- p.m. and continue for one hour
sent of the people?
after the event closes. Children
Mr. Jansson, I inform those through the age of ten will be
who think it does. Abide by its cared for in Room 253 in the
wishes, but do not arrogate to it Union.
or to yourselves the right to
Babysitting is planned for the
dictate to others who have not Louis Armstrong concert Oct. 12
harmed you in the least, who in Johnson Gymnasium with two
have not infringed upon your aditional dates, Oct. 14 and 15
rights to life, liberty, and the when the Broadway musical
pursuit of happiness, that they "Half-A-Sixpence," is given in the
must sacrifice their rights to life, new Concert Hall.
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness to you who may be more
numerous and possessed of bigger guns than they.
You who so desire, who think
it is right and just, enlist and
fight, and take your own responsibility for your own actions, and
Only a few weeks remain before
let others act and take the re• applications are due for three
sponsibility for theirs.
major graduate study opportunIn fine, once it has been al- ities, Dr. Dudley Wynn, UNM
lowed that the draft has the right director of the General Honors
to exist at all, then it is impos- Program, has announced.
sible consistently and powerfully
Woodrow Wilson nominations
to deny it the right to use what- are due Oct. 31, the same day
soever criteria it desires in de- applications must be received by
ciding who it will and will not the Rhodes Scholarship Commitdecide to sacrifice, since the only tee secretary. Nominations for
way the draft may be considered Danforth Graduate Fellowships
must be made by Nov. 1.
as a legitimately existing instiDr. Wynn noted that nominatution is that an individual exists tions for the Wilson Fellowship,
for the sake of society.
which provides a $2000 stipend
for
an unmarried Fellow, are
You say, Mr. Jansson, it's your
made
by faculty members.
country, it's your injustice. It's
· Additional information may be
our country, but as fast as those obtained from Dr. Wynn's office
who exist for their own sakes in Bldg. B-1, just south of the
(anyone who dares) and not for Anthropology Museum.

Babysitting Service
Offered By Sorority

Fellowship Deadlines
Set By Committee
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make their decision, Travelstead
said that most decisions probably won't take that long. 'l'he
decision will be one of two. Either
return the funds to the organization, or put the money in the reserve fund.

Senotor Morrow l-landling of Funds Is Topic
Desires Opinions In Treasurers Conference

By BILL BARKER
Baker Morrow exhibits a great
desire for unity between the student body and Student Senate.
He would like to make it known
to all concerned he is "open for
complaints and suggestions/'
On the subject of student government Baker feels strongly
motivated. It is his belief the
object of student government is to
"spend students money for the
highest possible purpose and
toward the greatest benefit.''

,,

.

_,

By KAY AMBABO
The rules and proceedures for
the handling of funds by student
organizations was the topic of
discussion during last night's conference for treasurers. Associated
Students Treasurer Steve Bacchus
and Union Accountant G. W.
Earickson lead the discussion.
During the meeting, Senator
Coleman Travelstead introduced
a bill which is still subject to
amendment, to the group, The bill
involves the submission of itemized statements of each organization's budget to the Finance
Committee every month.
The rules and proceedures that
each organization must follow
concerning ·their finances were
explained. The meeting was also
planned to give an insight to how
the Business office of the Union

dent Council in 1962. They apply
to all organizations that receive
funds from Student Government.
The bill, as Travelstead explained it, would require all orgaruizations to su)>mit by the
fifteenth of every month an itemized statement in conjunction with
their budget. The statement 'Shall
include all financial transactions
of the month.
Through the bill, the committee,
with the concurrence of Senate,
will get the power to freeze funds
of any organization if there is
any reason to believe there is
misuse of funds.
The treasurer of the organization then has 48 hours to turn in
their account books to the ASUNM Treasurer Steve Bacchus.
For every day that book is not
turned in, a $10 a day fine will be

works.
The rules explained last night
were passed in a meeting of Stu-

imposed.
To make sure the organization
receives notice of the freezing of

···-1

Ai';;..::.~:::~:·::

Alpha Phi Omega in which he
holds _the office of vice president
and historian. He is also a members of the Student-Faculty Association and he served in the old
Senate. His special project this
year is to establish a "meeting
place for inte:rn!J.tional students."
Baker's determination to estab!ish a sound relationship with the
student body will become apparent to all who accept his offer.
His office hours are S: 30-4: 30
MWF and 11:30-12:30 TT in the
Activities Center of the Union.

Draft Discussion

By JOANN BAILEY
Approximately 25 people alternately debated and listened as Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) attempted to set guidelines for the ensuing year last
night.
The general discussion raised
several questions, foremost of
which was "Should the University
divorce itself from the workings
of the dartf board and military
establishment?" This led to a
dncislnn to snnnsnr a "~""1 Rns·

--------------------------
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sion" on the issue Wednesday,
Oct. 12 at 3 p.m.
The question was suggested by
the :resolutions recntly submitted
to the UNM chapter of the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) by Professor
Paul F. Schmidt.
Though not voted on, the resolutions advocated the abolishment of
the student draft deferment program and the refusal of the University administration to furnish
information to Selective Service
authorities.
Considerable debate was devoted to whether SDS's actions
should be geared to problems of
the University community or to
the world community.
One participant expressed preference for addressing campus issues. Making reference to the
LOBO, he said, "This thing is infuriating." The speaker charged
the LOBO with failing to address
itself to campus problems. Specifically he said that the newspaper had not criticized management of the library, which he
characterized as "scandalous."
"Try an dget a book over· there,"
he said.
Carrying the criticism further,
SDS chairman Phil Nicholson
said, "It is a strange thing that a
campus newspaper is not an activist for change.''
Criticism Continued
Still another expressed dissatisfaction with the picture of a suicide victim that was run in the
Oct. 5 issue of the LOBO.
The group also discussed dormitory hours for women and tried
to establish a consensus on what
problems are bothering UNM students.
The meeting closed with a call
for volunteers to participate in a
silent vigil outside the SUB on
behalf of "people dying in the
world in a war-type situation.''
The vigil is being sponsored by
Citizens Acting for Peace (CAP)
said Nicholson.

LlJIAJ

rdi&

funds, a written statement will
be sent to the organization, to
the business office, and to the
LOBO.
From the day of notification,
Senate will have thirty days to
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Liquid Dialogue Covers Magazine
By BRIAN LEO
This writer sat down in Okie's
with the Art Editor of the THUNDERBIRD and a g1•aduate painter, with the mere intention to
liquify, and was met with an emphatic girpe from a sophomore
student. This concemed the campus literal'Y publication, the
THUNDERBIRD. The p1•oblem
which came up has to do with:
A) The apprehension with
which the THUNDERBIRD is

viewed, on the part of many students.
B) The apathy with which the
magazine is viewed by other students.
C) The business of assembling
a respectable college literary
magazine.
Item D
D) Why item C is important
at all.
Dissatisfaction was quite evident last year on two points: one,

----------------~------~------

Law Class Rates
Honesty in Field
Are lawyers more honest than
doctors'! "No," says a large percentage of first year law students
at the UNM School of Law.
Lawyers are more honest than
realtors, however, many of the
students feel; and more honest
than door-to-door salesmen, insurance men, bartenders, garage
, owners, policemen and butchers.
The attitudes of beginning law
students are reported in the latest
· edition of the Natural Resources
Journal, the legal publication of
the UNM Law School, published
four times a year under direction
of Al Utton.
Based on Survey
The article concerning student
attitudes is based on a survey answered by students who entered
law school last year.

Lorge Allocation
Is Under Attock

By CHUCK ltEYNOLDS
A motion was offered late Wednesday night in Student Senate
asking for a vote to override Associated Students President Dan
Dennison's veto of an extra $4000
allocation for Homecoming entertainment.
The assembly postponed the
vote until next week when Homecoming chairman Jerry Roehl
will be asked to appear before
the group. Discussion in Senate
indicated that the two-thirds majority necessary to override such
a veto had virtually been J>romised
to Roehl before Dennison's decision was made.
Parking Discussed
The parking problem also came
up in the meeting Wednesday
night. Senator Steve van Dresser
offered some facts from a report
which he had compiled. Two of
the significant facts are these: in
the spring of 1966 there were
9771 parking decals issued by the
University while there were a
total of 1594 pat•king spaces on
the campus; 2) The area occupied
by the athletic fields adjacent to
Johnson Gym is greater than the
area of all the campus parking
lots combined.
Van Dresser said that this does
not amount to a proposal that
these fields be converted to parking lots, but it does point out the
fact that there are areas on campus which could be utilized for
this purpose if the University
would merely look around and
make use of them.
Increase Is Short
The Senator acknowledged the
steps taken thus far in construction of new lots, but he also said ·
that the increase in spaces is
running far short of projected
future needs.
A Senate committee has been
established to plead the students'
eause.
The following eotilmittee "AP. , pointments . ·Wete · approved by
Senate at the meeting: Rusty
Bauman;. Student aft'airs; Loren
Kuehne,
National-Intemational
Affairs; ..Bill Dolan, Rally Committee; . Feona. Smith, CUltural;
Bill Mahon, Radio Boatd; Tom
Solenberger, Cultural; and Ricky
ru. I, 1 mti~i!li N'ational~IIiternatiohal' Af'..:>

,.,..~::; .fairs.- .
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that the THUNDERBIRD was
published late, too late for many
people to know that it had been
pub!isl1ed at all; two, that the
percentage of students who took
a (free) copy, was very small.
Len Goldstein, this year's art
editor, dried to clarify a few
areas by the foB owing points:
A) Certainly it is important to
the student body that there be
some sort of place where students
can volunteer their efforts. These
sorts of publications are, however,
considerably more difficult to Pl'Oduce than a student newspaper,
for instance, as the magazine
must depend almost entirely
' upon submitted work.
Staff Enthusiasm
B) The enthusiasm among this
year's staff arises from a belief
that a first-rate publication will
dispel! any apathy from students
-if they care in the fi1·st place
about art and literature. ,
C) For reasons which have not
been sufficiently clear, the THUNDERBIRD operated last year un-

Ironically, although 64 per cent
of the class said they thougllt influence and prestige were major
motivations in people entering the
legal profession, only 33 per cent
said that was the reason they
were interseted in becoming an
attorney.
Following are the most frequently mentioned reasons students feel people enter the law
p1·ofession: 1) work appeals to
them, 2) they want influence and
prestige, 3) they want to enter
UNM, for the 18th consecutive
politics.
year,
is sponsoring visits of forOwn Reasons GiYen
eign
leaders
and specialists from
When asked why they persontl1e
U.S.
Department
of State.
ally wanted to enter law, the stuThe
Albuquerque
Committee
for
dent replies most frequently
found are 1) type of work ap- International Visitors, in connecpeals to them, 2) se1·vice to so- tion with the Office of Internaciety, 3) expectation that legal tional Services at the University,
training will further their ad- programmed professionally and
vancement in another chosen socially over 700 visitors to the
United States from 87 countries
career.
Students, on an average, in 1965.
thought the average lawye1· in
Volunteer Group
New Mexico made $10,976 anThe Committee for Internanually, whereas the hypothetical tional Visitors is a communityaverage lawYer in the state wide volunteer program comp.osed
really makes $14,000 a year.
of over. 180 families with particiOf the 69 students participat- pation from the State of New
ing in the survey, 86 thought Mexico, private agencies, and the
capital punishment ought to be Albuquerque Chamber of Comabolished outright; 23 thought it merce.
ought to be maintained or inThese volunteers meet visitors
creased; and 21 thought it ought at their point of arrival in Albuto be abolished except in extreme querque, extend formal and incases such as treason, first degree
home hospitality, take
murder, rape of a child, military formal
them
on
local sightseeing trips,
desertion, and so on.
and arrange for transportation to
Selinger Supervised
appointments,
The survey was conducted
Guests Welcomed
under the direction of Professor
foreign guests are freThese
Carl M. Selinger. Assistance was
given by Law School Dean quently invited to luncheons ~vith
Thomas W. Christopher. Cleopa- members of the Albuquerque comtra Campbell, a senior law stu- munity, and are occasionally redent, wrote the article for Na- quested to deliver informal talks
tural Resources Journal.
at student and dinner group meetOther articles in the current ings.
edition of the Journal include a
Individual organizations indiscussion on the power of the terested in participating in any
state of New Mexico to designate phase of the program are urged
game preserves and an article to contact Mrs. Franklin Carroll
entitled "Toward Land Use Sta- at 265-0265, or the UNM Office
bility Through Contracts."
of International Service 277-4405.

UNM to Sponsor
Visits By Leaders

der a contentious environment
from many quarters in the campus administration, This fact was
pointed out by Diane Casey, last
semester's editor.
BasebaJI Fan
William Har1·is, THUNDERBIRD poetry editor, caught just
before the world series yesterday, pointed out that the T-Bird
staff plans to publish two issues
per semester, rather than one.
The magazine depends on contributions, if you feel that you
can assist this publication with
your "latest," see Luis CavilloCapri, William Harris, or Len
Goldstein soon. All contributions
are due by either Oct. 15, or 20.

***

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
255-4989

6509 LON\AS BLVD. I NE - 255-7784 .

This Sunday
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

~~BUFFET
UNM Student Special
All You Can Eat $1.00
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 8-10 P.M.

E:

EE Coloquium

MOVING??
If you are not as close to God as you once were, Make no- mistake
about which one moved.
Make a definite move-Try
First Baptist Church
101 Broadway N.E.
College group meets at Youth Center, 123 Broadway S.E., on Sunday at
9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.

e

One-Day Service on Shirts
e Quality Dry Cleaning
e Alterations

ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE
111 HARVARD SE

PHONE 242-512.4

If your clothes are becoming to youthey should be coming io'us.

360

VAN HEUSEN ..
Ito• It ofl ..,.,. a
eaa laeiUea "4J7" •Jalrt
tops in traditional styling . '
and ·most likely to succeed
.on. any campus!

.

S. Mark Jones, a Latin American studies senior, has been named cadet commander of Air Force
ROTC by Lt. Col. William C.
Naylor, USAF, commanding officer.
Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Logan Jones of the American Embassy, Mexico City, wm oversee
the cadet corps for the fall semester.
His assisting officers are David
Downs, deputy squadron commander, son of Army Major and
Mrs. William. H. Downs Jt·., Atlanta, Ga.; Michael G. Byrne, personnel officer and son of Air Force
Lt. Col. and Mrs. George T.
Byrne of Frankfurt, Germany;
Walter F. H?ebner, Alb~querque,
cadet edu~atio? and traming officer, who 1s WJth the University's
Student Trainee Program at
Kirtland Air Force Base· and
!licha~d .H. Steele, Albuqu~rque,
mformation services officer.
Individual flights of cadets are
headed by Robert E. Whelan
James A. Flagstead and Clyde
Fulton, all of Albuquerque, and
Donald J. Roberton of Midwest
City, Okla.

Come in and select your Christmas
Cards from our outstanding albums.
Personal attention given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cards in this oreo.

The classiest, jazziest number of them all ••.
Passport 360 by Van Heusen.
It's the influential mao's cologne,
.guaranteed to propel you to
even the slightest movement on the social scene
Passport 360 cologne, after shave and deodorant
set the pace in collegiate grooming!

Around the globe--or around campus·the'man whoJu~Dr~H.never.goes without
• ·Passport:360:Ttte·tangy .scent has just a
hint of intrigue--to make feminine. heads turn.
.
You can get itJn cologne,
after shave or deodorant. It's your personal
passport to a new dimensic;n in
·masculine grooming. With Passport 360
. .you .can go as far as you like!

Jones Is Selected
As Cadet leader

XMAS CARDS

'WITII~

••• tJae lafl•e•thll Matt'• eole•..e ·
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AFROTC CADETS Walter Huebner Jr and M' h I B
•
for the AFROTC at UNM Mark Jo~es • Th
IC ae
yrne consult With the new cadet commander
USAF, commanding office:. Jones will ~em: announcemendt wasf thmade by Lt. Col. William C. Naylor,
n as comman er o
e corps through the falJ semester.

Environmental Chamber
Tests Altitude Effects
By JO ANN BAILEY
the U.S. Navy and went into opSomebody somewhere must era.tion in January, 1965. Its with the BOO-meter track event
have said once, "It's not who mam function is the simulation of and the 400-meter swimming
event) should feel the strain of
you know that counts but how varied environmental conditions
h!gh he is." And if ' somebody either at, above, or below se~ Mexico City's altitude, and so
should benefit from the training
didn't, perhaps there is· still a de- level.
Bynum has indicated.
gree of truth in it. At least it
"As
far
as
I
know,
we
are
the
would seem so, judging from the
Looking beyond the Olympics,
altitude experiments that have only campus with a chamber that B~um suggests that what all
been conducted at UNM the past can simulate conditions both th1s may mean is that universities
above and below sea level," said at higher altitudes (like UNM)
two years.
Professor William Bynum, Jr., Bynum. He explained that air will have a better chance of atof the P.E. department has been pressure, humidity, oxygen con- tracting those athletes who have
directing a series of experiments tent of the air, wind velocity
shown the greatest potential, and
and temperature within the cham: who wish to develop that poten~o ~li~cove; if altitude affects an
md1':'ldual s work capacity. More ber can be controlled. The maxi- tial to- the utmost. ·
speCifically, he wanted to know mum altitude which can be simuAs he puts it, "In athletic comwhat effect acclimation to a high late~ is 100,000 feet, while the petition there is a constant effort
alti~ude .~ould have upon a per- max1mum depth attainable is 150 to. surpass previous records. Man
son s ab1hty at lower elevations. feet below sea level.
Wlll pay almost any price to run
Divided in Two Parts
f~ster, throw farther, or jump
Aimed at Olympics
. It has ~en known for some
The steel vessel (located inside higher. He may be willing to live
time that high elevations have a a room attached to the north end and train at a higher altitude if
measurable effect on a human of Carlisle Gym) is divided into this would give him an edge over
his opponent."
being's
physical
capabilities. two sections. One is an airlock
yt'hat has made it of increasing which permits quick accessibilit;
In the meantime the experiIl_llportance lately was the deci- to and from the second, or main menting continues.
Sion to hold the 1968 Summer chamber without disturbing the
Olympics in Mexico City which artificially created atmosphere.
h~s an elevation of 7300 feet.
Within the main chamber is a
Smce the announcement, it has treadmill. On this treadmill the
been the hope of coaches across five athletes were put to, work.
the country that their athletes Each of the five (all of whom
could be acclimated to high alti- were acclimatc'd to 5170 feet altitudes prior to traveling to Mexico. tude) ran alternately at elevaThe meteoritic collection of
Reports of experiments con- tions of 5170 feet and sea level.
UNM will soon be placed on pubducted at the University of Wislic display.
Results Positive
consin in 1964 indicated that
physical performances at 7100
After several weeks of testing,
Dr. James D. Wray, new direcfeet were comparatively worse Bynum reported that his sub- tor of the Institute of Meteoritics
than at sea level. The reports jects were able to perform longer sajd the display would be opened
on the chamber's treadmill at sea th1s fall. To attend the display
Wen~ on .to say that training and
acclimatiOn could bring back level than at the higher altitude
he said the public could call 277~
nor.m~l capacity and hinted that ".This would indicate that an al~
~747 for .free tickets and further
trammg at an elevation higher t!tud': acclimatized subject would mformat1on. An announcement of
than 7100 feet might prove even experience, upon descending to a the exnct date will be made later
'
more benefi~ial to performances. l~wer e~evation, an increase in he said.
It was th1s last aspect that in- h1s cardio-respiratory work capa·
Dr. Wray said the institute
terested Bynum. Specifically the city," he concluded.
currently is "strictly a research
question he raised was "Doe~ ac. . What these findings could mean organization.'' The new director
climatization to a higher altitude m the 1968 Olympics is that all added that several new institute
enable a person to- increase his oth?r things .being equal, athietes programs ai·e "just getting startcardi~respiratory work capacity
tramed at h1gher than 7300 feet ed.''
at a lower elevation?"
may have an advantage over
Among the new projects to be
The equipment involved in the those trained at a lower altitude. researched and studied are meteor
experiments included five UNM
Eft'eet Is Noted
spectroscopy, me~or orbit calculaat~letc~· and one 20-foot-Iong,
ttons, and techmques for autoThis
would
not
affect
such
cyh~drical-shaped, slightly used
!"atic
reduction of film negatives
events as the pole vault, discus,
envtronmental chamber.
sho.rput, ot• track events less than m general. The institute will also
NavY' llclps Out
800 meters. But contestants in all make computer applications to
The chambe1' was put on per- events hlqUiring longer than 90
manent loan to the University by seconds for completion (beginning meteoritical and nstronomical
problems.

Display of Meteors
Will Open to Public

Listen to KUNM
KUNM-90.1
on your FM dial

-WAITDo You Have
an FM dial?

•
~

OIALS-10¢ up

We Doand they have ftne radios
behind them.-from $49.50
Tuners from $119.95

.SOUND by

Kenneth D. Granzow of Dikewood Corp. will appear at a UNM
electrical engineering department
colloquium at 3 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 11, in Room 201 of the EE
b~ilding. Anyone interested is inVIted to hear him diseuss "Transient Spherical Waves." A presession social period is scheduled
at 2:30p.m.

Baha'i Meeting
The Baha'i Student Association
will meet tonight at 8 p.m. in
Room 250C of the Union. The
program will consist of a panel
discussion presented by a trio of
UNM students, Topic for the discu ss1on
.
IS
God, His Messenger,
and Man."
&

I(

Near the University
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triangle)
255-16?5
Headquarters
for all your
Sound and Music needs

lI
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By JEFF DENNARD
The Lobos try to get back on
the credit side of the ledger this
weekend as they take on the
Wildcats of Arizona University.
The Cats have been licked pretty
good in their three outings to
date, but they have a team which
could jell at any time and play
a good game.
Lobo fans look to the W o!f-pack
to be at a peak for their first
conference game and the practices this week indicate that
spirit reigns again.
'Cats Lagging
The Wildcats have been outscored by opponents 104-39. This
will be misleading to most people. The boys from Tucson· have
a good offensive machine and
have moved the ball all over the
field, but seldom into touchdown
land. With 20 returning lettermen and four transfers from the
Air Force Academy the Wildcats
should be about ready to have a
~rood effort.
The Arizona offense has 762
yards to its credit for an average
of 254 a game. The only problem with that is the opposition
has gained 335 yards per contest.
Mostly Passing
The major part of the Wildcats' yardage has come through
the air. The use of the pass as
a weapon had not been used at
Arizona since the days of Eddie
Wilson and Joe llernandez. This
year the 'Cats feature the catching of flanker Jim Greth and
split end Fritz Green,lee. Greth
leads the conference in receiving
and is tied with the Lobos' Carl
Jackson for the scoring lead.
Grenlee is a former Air Force
player who was asked to leave
school during their scandal.
While at the Academy he was

considered one of the top receivers in the Rockies. On the throwing end of the aerials this season is the duo of Bob Matthews
and Mark Reed. Reed has been
the main cog in the attack though
and ia expected to start against
the Lobos. At the present time
Reed is the number eleven passer in the m1tion, with 41 completions.
Rushing Potential
In the rushing department the
Wildcats resemble the Miners of
UTEP. The talent is there and
just waiting to be released. Brad
llubbet•t has gained 143 yards in
only 29 carries this season and

Wyoming Leads WAC Statistics,
Wolf pack's Pass Defense Strong
League leading Wyoming holds
an overall edge in third-week
statistics of the Western Athletic
Conference.
The Cowboys are first in total
offense with an average of 366
yards gained per game and are
second in rushing, total defense
and rushing defense. In passing
they rank third, both offensively
and defensively.
Defending champion Brigham
Young is second in total offense;
third in rushing; fourth in passing, total defense and rushing defense, and fifth in pass defense.
Wyoming is surpassed in rushing, total defense, and rushing defense only by the Utah Redskins,
who have posted a one-game "average" of 191 yards, 195 yards,
and 21 yards in those categories
respectively.
UNM Tops Pass Defense
New Mexico suffered a costly
blitz Saturday by the University

: The Screen!

ELORD OFTHEHIES

r

**
*
**
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fullback Ricic Johnson shows 93
yards in 31 totes.
The Lobos will counter with a
more balanced offense that has
gained about the same amount of
yardage and a defense that is far
superior to that of Arizona.
Lobos Doug Coffee and Paul
Smith were both injured in the
Texas Western contest, but Smith
is expected to see some action.
Coffee probably will not play
due to a sprained knee. At any
m te the defense should be in a
mean mood as they take the field
Saturday night to try to redeem themselves following last
week's defeat. The secondary will
get its second test in as many

Conference Notes

**********************
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* Shocking
**
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Lobos, 'Cats toT angle
In Conference Opener

of Texas at El Paso (formerly
Texas Western College) , but retained the lead in pass defense
with an allowance of 119 yards
per game. The Lobos are third in
total defense, fourth in rushing,
and fifth in total offense, rushing and passing.
Two new leaders emerged in individual-player statistics of the
Western Athletic Conference, following third-week games.
Ogden Top Rusher
Brigham Young fullback John
Ogden, rushing champion for the
last two years, took the lead
among ball carriers with 232
yards in two games, displacing
Wyoming's Jim Kiick, who is second with 220.
Rick Egloff, Wyoming quarterback, maintained his lead in total
offense over Reed and Goodman.
The Cowboy signal caller has
rushed and passed for 498 yards,
while Reed and Goodman are
tied at 431.
Greth Leads Receivers
Jim Greth, Arizona halfback,
continues to set a fast pace in
pass receiving with 24 catches,
nine ahead of runner-up Ken
Dyer, Arizona State end.
Duane Batte, New Mexico,
leads in pass interceptions with 3
for 17 yards, and Ken Wagner,
New Mexico sets the pace in kickoff returns with 96 yards.
Greth and New Mexico's Carl
Bradford are tied for the scoring
honors, with 18 points each.

Pi Sigma Alpha

2nd

Hit

DAViD

&Li9JI
AN
UNUSUAL

LOVE
STORY!
SHOW U.N.M. 1.0. CARD FOR DISCOUNT!

SHOWS

Lord of Flies
David o& Lisa

1:15
9:00

V1?6 ~·14

EW

SPORTS PAGE
Vol. 70
games with the pass minded
Wildcats.
The offense which has ranged
from very good to fair, finally
has a good chance to try some
wide open plays. The Arizona
defense does not pose the same
threat that the three other Lobos'
opponents did. Rick Beitler and
the rest of the regula1• backfield
should start, while the line will
be intact witl1 the exception of
Coffee. Starting for Coffee will
probably be Mike Rucks, a s~tpho
more from California.
At stalw in the contest is the
Kit Carson Rifle. The Rifle is a
traveling trophy which goes to
the winner of the game every
year. The Lobos have lteld the
old cap-lock for the last four
years and are n~tt about to give
it up.
UNM Should Win
The game should be a match
of equal offenses and on the
basis of their stronger defense,
the Lobos should come out of the
contest with their third victory
of the season. Last time the
LOBO predicted the final score
something bad happened, so we'll
leave at at that.

Europe for $100
Switzerland - A do-it-yourself
summer in Europe is now available. The new plan makes a trip
to Europe, including transportation, possible lor less than $100.
A complete do-it-yourself prospectus including instructions,
money saving tips and a large
selection of job opportunities
along with discount tours and
application forms may be obtained by writing to Dept. X, International Travel Est., 68 Herrengasse,
Vaduz,
Liechtenstein
(Switzerland) enclosing $1 with
your inquiry to cover the cost of
the material, overseas handling
and air mail postage.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED AbVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 66c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Studen~ Publleationo Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102,
SERVICES
TYPEWRI'rER sales & repair. Sp.,.,lal
rates to UNM student!! on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery..Fl & E Typ.,..
writer Service, 2217 Colli SE, phone 2430588.
USED TV's nt low prices: also rental•.
Aladdin TV, 1611 Carliale S, E. (corner
Oar!isla & Gibson BE), 265·0066. 10/5, 6,

7, 10.

FOR SALE
USED TV, juat repaired, $36. Sunbeam
MiJ<maalf!r, like new,. $25. Deep tryer/
I!OOker, used twice, $8. See nt 115 Mes11
SE, 10/5, 6. 7,
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Had
., a

un1que
experience?

ASSOCfATEO STUDENTS
. ·. VICE·PRESIDeNT
JiMM.iDAMS

If so, r~al or imaginary,
tell us about it in a
limerick and we'll send

TREASURER
ST£VE BACCHUS

you a eonlplcte!y
unique token of our
appreciation. Here's an
example:

"A chemisny major
named Bleaker,
Drank his Celt 45
from a beaker,
He said, 'It's more
fun!
It holds two cans,
not one,
As an experience,
it's even uniqucr .'"

. __?fA=i~~

STEVEN VAN DRESSER (right), is shown being congratulated by Associated Students Vice-president Jim McAdams (left on his victory in Friday's special run-off election. Van Dresser won the
twelfth position in Student Senate from Jerry Reed, who will now occupy the 'l'hirteenth position and
will also have to run for re-election this fall. Van Dresser polled 357 votes while Reed received 287
votes to give Van Dresser a significant 70 vote winning margin.

------

Get tile idea? Get it
down on a post card
and send to:
Limerick Contest,
Box 45, Colt, Arkansas.
Jr.. the meantime, try

Ibis for inspiration!

c~~
7f.'\

I:

MAt!,

-~-~

A c;ompletely
umque
experience
eSPECIAL PRODUCrS DIVISION
THE NATIONAL BREWING CO., BAtTO.,MD.

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

us

(To the tWle of "Barbara Fritchie 11 )

Roar, soft drink, roar!
You're the loudest soft drink
we ever sawr!
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! Ooooooh-~
Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
or any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit' with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roarl
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!
SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING, . WE JUST COULON 1 T
KEEP IT QUIET.

35 points while holding the Wolf- Lobos to only 45 yards rushing.
The Wildcat pass defense was
pack in check.
not quite as tough as they allowed
Good Arizona Offense
The Arizona offense had its the Wolfpack 225 yards in that
best day of the season and one department. But a good part of
of the best in many years. Mark · the yardage came after the game
Reed, tl1e Wildcats' quarterback, was already in the bag for Ariproved that he is one of the out- zona.
UNM Offense Lacks Imagination
standing passers in the country.
New Mexico was void in the
Of course with the time that Reed
dld~haive dgparbnan:G--wlr.u-.n. ~I;. w-:s..r;:
had,to find his receive.-a..,..,granny
with any arm at all could have necessary to cotne up with the big
effort. And on offense more than
had a good night.
The Arizona defense was some- once the Lobos would make a
thing of a surprize as it held the good p]ay only to turn around on
the next and be thrown for a substanial loss. The Lobos offense did
the best they ·could ·given the unimaginative plays they have to
work .with.
·
While the Lobos have finally
been given the pass as a weapon
its effectiveness is canceled by
poor pass blocking and running
plays which are slow in developing or are run into a nine-man
southern tip of Texas where hur- line.
ricane warnings are up. MexiLobos Score Early
can officials have ordered the
The game began with the Wildsparsely populated coast south of
eats getting the kickoff and hav1\Iatamoris evacuated.
ing to punt. In their series the
Lobos were off to the races and
Both Teams Up
with the help of a fifteen-yard
roughing the kicker penalty the
Wolfpack scored in five plays.
The extra point was good and the
fans were in seventh heavenprematurely.

·Mc'N,·a·mara ~-oefines
War Objectives

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
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EfeCf:on Is Won
By VanDresser
of the many :people wllo helped
me and I'll try to do my best not
to disappoint them," he said. ,,.,.
Reed Issues Statement
Loser Reed said, "I wish to
thank everyone who voted for me
imd T will continue to be active ,.
in student government."
The special election was held
to decide the contested twelfth
position. In the spring elections
Reed apparently won over van
Dresser until a mistake was discovered on some of the ballots
used in the election,
The elections committee had
left van Dresser's name o"f some
of the ballots. Although Reed
won the election van Dresser was
only 13 votes behind and the
number of incorrect vallots could
have been enougl1 to make a difference, Elections Committee felt.
Filed Suit
Van Dresser filed a suit in
Student Court and the final decision was not reached until this
year.
Court ruled that Elections
Committee had erred and that in
the interest of fairnss there
should be a runoff between the
two candidates. Court ruled to
Arizona took only six plays to declare the entire slate of cantravel 78 yards and tie the game. didates invalid would be wrong
During the drive the Wildcats so each position on the twentycompleted passes good for 53 five man Senate was considered
yards and the touchdown. The a sena]."ate race.
ease that the 'Cats displayed in
Although botll Reed and van
moving the ball was a good indica- Dresser won places :in Senate, the
tion of things to come.
difference between twelfth and
Long Field Goal
thirteenth place was a one-year
The first quarter ended with term instead of six montbs.
the U. o£ A.a rapidl.v· ·.daJi_ct:indi.nll"
- W.~t~*io.n~;~-J!!l*•M'R'•..M
once again on the UNM goal line.
Under the consf;itution, elec.~
The drive stalled and sophomore tions for Student Senate are
Don Wilhelm came in a kicked staggered, with thirteen Senators
Arizona into the lead with a 49 being elected in the fall and
yard field goal. The kick was a twelve in the spring.
new Arizona record.
Van Dresser. will now serve
· Unable to move the ball··again, until spring ann Reed will be
the Lobos punted to the Wild- forced to campaign for reelection
cats' 35 where they drew a fii~ in the election to be held this fall.
teen-yard penalty for hitting the
Arizona player who fielded the
ball after calling for a fair catch.
Student Educators
The ensuing drive took six plays
The first meeting of the Stuand the air-lanes again proved
to be fruitfull for the 'Cats as dent Education Association will
they got 35 yards in the way of be held tonight at 7 p.m. in room
passes including the final four 231 of the Union. The program
yards.
will consist of a panel discussion
The UNM pass defense, which
between
members of the Albustarted the season giving the false
impression that it was going to querque Classroom Teachers Asbe tough on the receivers, looked sociation and the American Fedmuch more like last year's crew. eration of Teachers. Officers w~i'
The Wildcats continually got behind the secondary coverage and be elected or appointed to fill
the practice was beneficial as the eh'isting vacancies. Dues may be
paid at the meeting.
(Continued on page 8)
By BOB STOREY
Steven L. van Dresser won the
special run-off election held last
Friday to determine who will hold
the twelfth one-year :position on
the Student Senate. Van Dresser
won over Jerry Reed, who will
occupy the thh•tcenth position
and will run for a one-year term
in the fall elections.
In the vote count, van Dresser
polled 35'7 votes to Reed's 287.
Despite a lack of campaigning
64 7 students voted in the election.
'
In a statement to the LOBO
van Dresser said that he was
surprised at the outcome. "I'd
say the reason I won must have
been pretty broad support from
all factions. I wish to thank all

Arizona's Wildcats Teach The Lobos
A Lesson In HowJo Play The Game
By JEFF DENNAHD
An aroused University of Arizona football team proved to be
a sleeping giant as the Wildcats
were the second .winless team in
as many weeks to ~Be' t'he UNM
Lobos as a personal whipping
boy.
The fired-up boys from Tucson
spotted the Lobos an e.arly touchdown on a 52-yard pass fi·om
quarterback Rick Beitler to end
Sherman Seiders. Following the
early fireworks by UNM the
'Cats went on a rampage scoring

~I.IQI.-'vr

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
Sut we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
I what about the taste or Sprite? It's good. It's
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea or jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better
quit While we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if yo~ can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.

Help SUJlport the team, give ·
blood today.

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

. EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Student Veterans
The UNM Student Veterans'
Association will meet this Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Union. Main
item of business will be election
of officers. All tnili tary veterans
who are students are urged to
attend.

There will be a meeting of members of Pi Sigma Alpha, political
science honorary, Monday, Oct,
10, at 4 p.m. in the Union. All stu·
dents interested in joining are in·
vited to attend. Please checlt at
the Union information desk for
the room number.

Also
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By United l'ress International
SAIGON - Secretary of Defense McNamara says U.S. objectives in VietNam are limited,
and do not include bringing down
the North Vietnamese government. McNamara said as he arrived in Saigon, the U.S. has no
plans to invade North VietNam.
1\IcNamara is on a four-day trip
to determine what more America
will have to supply in the way of
men and money for the war. He
will spend two dayti talking with
military and political officials in
Saigon and Wednesday goes to
the field to meet American
h'<lOjlS.

Im.•z Heatls Toward Brownsville
HIWWNSVILLg Texas-Hur·
ric1me Inez, heading west-no~·th
west toward an expected htndfall south of Brownsville, Texas,
has shoved strong winds ashore
along the northern coast of Mexico. Up to three-thousand persons
have been evacuated from the

MIRAGE
The first general meeting of
the 1967 MIRAGE staff will be
held in the MIRAGE office in
the ,Journalism Building at
7:30 this evening.
All interested students are
invited to attend this meeting.
Many definite yearbook assignments will given at the meeting, and Editor Pete Kendall
has asked volunteers to come
with some idea of what they
would like to contribute to the

book.

Football Duel Set
With SAE vs. 57

By BILL liUME
One of UNl\1 intramural football's biggcs t rivalries will be
joined again this afte1'noon at
4:30, when undefeated SAE
clashes with undefeated, once•
tied Sigma Chi. The game will be
played on field five-across the
street from Santa Ana girls
dorm.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is currently riding a six game winning streak. Their defense hasn't
been scored against. They arc
cun·ently on top of intramural
play.
Sigma Chi has Won five, lost
none, and has been tied once.
The tie came in Friday's game
against Sigma Phi Epsilon seven
all.
The only two scores against
Sigma Chi.'s defense have come
on pass interceptions.
"1 think we can beat them. It's
going to be a defensive game,"
Jack Dettweiler, SX intramual
chairman said Sunday night.
"If we can stop their running
game we'll have them," he added.
"They won't score against our
defense," SAE coach Peter John(Continued on page 8)
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35-15 Loss

One of Those Days-See Page 8

UNM FULI,BACK Carl Jackson is shown being hauled down by two University of Arizona ta~klers as
he strains for extra yards in Saturday's game. The Lobos lost the game by a score of 36 to 15 leaving
them with a 2·2 record so far this season. Arizona, winless in three outings, picked up its first victory.

